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Abstract

We develop a model for elucidating the assembly pathways by which an icosahedral viral shell forms from 60 identical

constituent protein monomers. This poorly understood process a remarkable example of macromolecular self-assembly

occuring in nature and possesses many features that are desirable while engineering self-assembly at the nanoscale.

The model uses static geometric and tensegrity constraintsto represent the driving (weak) forces that cause a viral shell

to assemble and hold it together. The goal is to answer focused questions about the structural properties of a successful

assembly pathway. Pathways and their properties are carefully defined and computed using computational algebra and

geometry, specifically state-of-art concepts in geometricconstraint decomposition. The model is analyzable and refinable

and avoids expensive dynamics. We show that it has a provablytractable and accurate computational simulation and that

its predictions are roughly consistent with known information about viral shell assembly. Justifications for mathematical

and biochemical assumptions are provided, and comparisonsare drawn with other virus assembly models. A method

for more conclusive experimental validation involving specific viruses is sketched. Overall the paper indicates a strong

and direct, mutually beneficial interplay between (a) the concepts underlying macromolecular assembly; and (b) a wide

variety of established as well as novel concepts from combinatorial and computational algebra, geometry and algebraic

complexity.

Organization of Paper

–Introduction and Motivation

–Geometric Constraints Background

–The Virus Assembly Model: Pathways and Effort

–Justification of Mathematical Assumptions

–Comparison with Other Models

–A Tractable and Accurate Simulation

–Preliminary Validation of the Model

–Conclusive Validation of the Model

1 Introduction and Motivation

Icosahedral viral shell assembly is an outstanding exampleof nanoscale, macromolecular self-assembly occuring in nature

[81]. Mostly identicalcoat proteinmonomers assemble with high rate of efficacy into a closed icosahedralcapsidor shell;

onset and termination are spontaneous, and assembly is robust, rapid and economical. All of these requirements are both

desirable and difficult to achieve when engineering macromolecular self-assembly. See Figures 1.
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However the viral assembly process - just like any other spontaneous macromolecular assembly process such as

molecular crystal formation - is poorly understood. Answering focused questions about viral assembly pathways can

help both to encourage macromolecular assemblies for engineering, biosensor and gene therapy applications, but and also

discourage assembly for arresting the spread of viral infection.

This paper addresses the relevance of computational algebra and geometry to develop static, analyzable, refinable

models and fast, accurate computational simulations for answering focused questions about virus assembly pathways.

The paper also discusses the relevance of random walks on markov chains for randomly sampling symmetric algebraic

structures. Specifically, we use the following. First, we use state of the art methods for decomposition of geometric

constraint system [7, 10, 11, 9] [44, 42, 43, 100, 102, 32, 68], as well as solving and estimating number of solutions. These

leverage both combinatorial approaches related to rigidity theory [17], as well as standard algebraic techniques for sparse

elimination and solving [27, 38, 105, 33]. Second, we use random walks [1, 15, 70, 48, 40, 21, 80] to obtain statistically

good samples for enumerating and counting substructures ofsymmetric algebraic structures that have an interpretation

as decompositions of the underlying geometric constraint systems, and are combinatorially related to rigidity matroids

[103, 101]. Existence of purely algebraic methods of estimating such statistics [24] is likely and would be useful to find.

1.1 Virus Preliminaries

The viral shell is important in that it packages viral “life”i.e, the genomic nucleic acid, which could be single stranded

DNA (ssDNA), double-stranded DNA, or RNA. See Figure 1. However, in many cases, viral shell assembly occurs with

no interference from the enclosed genetic material: empty shells, or shells packaging incomplete genomic material form

with equal facility [61], a fact that simplifies the modeling. A symmetric shell [36] is a consequence of its consisting of

(almost) identical monomers. The predominant structure ofviral shells is icosahedral since the exact five-fold, three-fold

and two-fold point-group symmetry of the icosahedron permits thequasi-equivalentsymmetry [4] required to construct

structures with a large number of monomers (see Figures 1, 8). The number of monomers for each vertex of each triangle

of the (20-triangle) icosahedron is refered to as the (typically small) ‘T’ number: a T=1 virus shell has 60 identical

monomers, a T=7 virus shell has 420 monomers etc. See Figures1, 8.

Virus assembly involves [37] highly specific monomer-monomer (protein-protein), - and possibly protein-genomic

materialinteractions, all of which are governed by geometry or by weak forces that can be treated geometrically [13]

(see Figure 2). More specifically, the final viral structure can be viewed formally as the solution to a system of geometric

constraints that translate to algebraic equations and inequalities.Note. The model presented here directly applies (without

any additional work) to viruses of any T-numbers, in fact, toany arbitrarily large macromolecular assembly formed from

a fixed set of types of monomeric units and a fixed set of types ofassembly-driving interactions between them. However,

our experimental validation is based on ssDNA T = 1 viral shells, specifically those that assemble without interference

from the genomic material or so-called chaperone or scaffolding proteins, since we do not model such interference.

Furthermore, T=1 viral shells provide the most exacting validation for our model, since they are the most economical and

precise assemblies. Finally, T=1 viral shells provide enough variety so that different viruses can be carefully chosento

test various aspects of our model, For this reason, and for simplicity of presentation, we present our model assuming T=1

rather than for a general T number.
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1.2 State of the Art

While there is a well-developed structure theory ofcompleteviral shells [36, 4], verified by X-ray crystallography and

other experimental data, theprocessesof viral shell assembly are poorly understood. From an experimental point of

view, this lack of understanding is due to the extreme rapidity of the assembly so that wet-lab snapshots of intermediate

sub-assemblies are generally unsuccessful.

From a modeling point of view, this lack of understanding is due to the fact that existing computational models

[52, 54, 55, 37, 58, 110, 29, 28, 25, 41] generally involve dynamics of (simplified versions) of virus assembly (further

description of these approaches and comparison with our approach can be found in Section 5. Dynamics are currently

used even when the assembly models only seek to elucidate thestructure ofpathways, See Section See Figures 12, 10.

See Section 4 for definition. By carefully defining the probability space, we obtain the probabilities of pathway trees/dags

that are known to result in successful assembliesusing a purely static model based on geometric constraints.

Models whose output parameters are defined only as the end result of a dynamical process are computationally costly,

often requiring oversimplifications to ensure tractability. In addition, such models are also not easily tunable or refinable

since their input-to-output function is generally not analyzable and therefore do not provide a satisfactory conceptual

explanation of the phenomenon being modeled.

2 List of Contributions

Contribution 1:
(Section 4) Development of a mathematical model of viral shell assembly whoseinput parametersare: information ex-

tracted from (a) the geometric structure of the coat proteinmonomer that forms the viral shell, including all relevant

(rigid) conformations; (b) the geometric and weak-force interactions - between pairs of monomers - that drive assembly

(see Figure 2); and (c) (optional) the neighborhood structure of the complete viral shell. The latter is crucial for a focused

model thatonly deals withthosepathways that are knownapriori to lead to a complete viral shell. However, the model

can be generalized to the case where (c) is not part of the input and unsuccessful assemblies are included. The imput

utilized by the model is complete in that it comtains all of the information that is considered necessary to drive assembly.

The output information sought from the model: first, the probability of a specific successful assembly pathway that in-

corporates a specific subassembly and leads to the complete viral shell and has bounded totaleffort; in short, a probability

distribution over successful, bounded effort assembly pathways that incorporate certain substructures; this has a straight-

forward generalization (Section 4.5) to a distribution over all possible assembly pathways (not necessarily successful)

within an effort bound. The model satisfies the following requirements.

(i) (Section 4) The description of the model - i.e. the input-to-output function - is static, i.e. does not rely on dynamics of

the assembly process. This is essential for forward analyzabilty.

(ii) The assumptions of the model are mathematically and biochemically justifiable. These justifications and comparisons

of the model with existing models of viral shell assembly aregiven in Sections4.5, 5, and 8. The mathematical assumptions

are clearly classified as pathway structure assumptions (concerning stability of subassemblies, validity and effort rating

of pathways) and pathway probability space assumptions, and these assumptions are further categorized so that it will be

clear that even if some of these assumptions were to be changed, other aspects of the model would still apply and the

model would continue to be useful and novel.

(iii) (Section 6) The model is computationally tractable, i.e. isaccompanied by an efficient algorithm for computing

(a provably good approximation of) the pathway probabilitydistribution. This is essential for backward analyzability
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which is needed for two reasons: first, for iteratively refining the model so that its output matches known biochemical

information or experimental results; and second, for engineering a desired output, for example engineering the monomer

structure to prevent/encourage certain subassemblies, inorder to force certain pathways to become more likely than others,

or to prevent successful assembly.

Contribution 2:
(Section 7) Preliminary simulation results are given showing that, in principle, the model’s predictions are qualitatively

consistent with known studies of virus assembly.

(ii) (Section 8) For a more complete validation, we describe the process of designing the inputs to the computational model

starting from real data from specific T=1, ssDNA viruses, in particular, from cryo electron microscopy and sequence

mapping structure studies or X-ray structure of Murine Parvovirus minute virus of mice (MVM) and Maize streak virus

(MSV), Figure 2. Input design for other viral structures such as AAV - Adeno-associated virus - are in process. We give

a justification of the choice of viruses to test specific aspects of the model. We additionally sketch the experiment design.

Conclusive experimental validation is in process.

Contribution 3:
Overall, the paper provides an indication of the direct, mutually beneficial interplay between (a) the concepts underlying

macromolecular assembly and (b) established as well as novel concepts from combinatorial and computational algebraic

geometry and algebraic complexity.

3 Geometric constraint solving and Tensegrity background

Geometric constraint systems arise in a wide variety of applications including robotics, mechanical computer aided

design, and teaching geometry [108, 93, 107, 99, 91, 12, 19, 57] [26, 77, 31, 62, 60, 5] [7, 10, 11, 9] [16, 20, 9, 63,

64, 95] [96, 71, 94, 97, 59] [44, 42, 43, 100, 68, 102, 32]. Morerelevantly, geometric constraints are used in molecular

conformational structure determination and representation [65], [76], [72]. For recent reviews of the extensive literature

on geometric constraint solving see, e.g, [7, 90, 78]. Most of the constraint solvers so far deal with 2D constraint systems,

although some of the newer approaches including [6, 8, 10, 11] [9, 71, 94] [44, 42, 43, 100, 68, 102, 32], extend to 3D

constraint systems.

A geometric constraint systemconsists of a finite set of geometric objects and a finite set ofconstraints between

them. See Figure 3. The constraints can usually be written asalgebraic equations and inequalities whose variables are the

coordinates of the participating geometric objects. For example, a distance constraint ofd between two points(x1, y1)

and(x2, y2) in 2D is written as(x2 − x1)
2 + (y2 − y1)

2 = d2

A solution or realizationof a geometric constraint system is the real algebraic variety or (set of) real zero(es) of the cor-

responding algebraic system. In other words, the solution is a class of valid real instantiations of (the position, orientation

and any other parameters of) the geometric elements such that all constraints are satisfied. Here, it is understood that such a

solution is in a particular geometry, for example the Euclidean plane, the sphere, or Euclidean 3 dimensional space. A con-

straint system can be classified asoverconstrained, well-constrained, orunderconstrained. Well-constrained systems have

a finite, albeit potentially very large number ofrigid solutions orconformations; their solution space is a zero-dimensional

variety. Underconstrained systems have infinitely many solutions; their solution space is not zero-dimensional: it iscalled

aconformational or configuration spaceA roadmapof this conformational set (space) – capturing connectivity and repre-

senting conformational regions of topologically distinctclasses of configurations – is usually part of the realization. These

classes also overlap with regions that are associated with fixed relative orientations of the set of geometric primitives and
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these regions can be “picked out” using so-called chiralityconstraints that are determinantal inequalities. Overconstrained

systems do not have a solution unless they areconsistently overconstrained. Well or overconstrained systems are called

rigid systems.

The question of “to what extent can geometric constraint problems be approached combinatorially?” is important. Sincea

significant proportion of the results of this paper rely on combinatorial approaches, we discuss these and their limitations

here.

3.1 Constraint Graphs and Degrees of Freedom

A geometric constraint graphG = (V, E, w) corresponding to geometric constraint problem is a weighted graph withn

vertices (representing geometric objects)V andm edges (representing constraints)E; w(v) is the weight of vertexv and

w(e) is the weight of edgee, corresponding to the number ofdegrees of freedom (dofs)available to an object represented

by v and number of degrees of freedom removed by a constraint represented bye respectively.

For example Figures 4 and 5, and Figure 3 show a 3D and 2D constraint graphs. All of these examples involve only

points and distances: see [102, 100] for a variety of examples including other objects and constraints.

Note that the constraint graph could be ahypergraph, each hyperedge involving any number of vertices. A subgraph

A ⊆ G that satisfies
∑

e∈A

w(e) + D ≥
∑

v∈A

w(v) (1)

is calleddense, whereD is a dimension-dependent constant, to be described below. Functiond(A) =
∑

e∈A w(e) −
∑

v∈A w(v) is calleddensityof a graphA.

The constantD is typically
(

d+1

2

)

whered is the dimension. The constantD captures the degrees of freedom of a rigid

body ind dimensions. For planar contexts and Euclidean geometry, weexpectD = 3 and for spatial contextsD = 6, in

general. If we expect the rigid body to be fixed with respect toa global coordinate system, thenD = 0.

Next we give some purely combinatorial properties of constraint graphs based on density. These will be later shown to be

related to properties of the corresponding constraint systems.

A dense graph with density strictly greater than−D is calledoverconstrained. A graph that is dense and all of whose

subgraphs (including itself) have density at most−D is calledwellconstrained.A graphG is calledwell-overconstrained

if it satisfies the following:G is dense,G has atleast one overconstrained subgraph, and has the property that on replacing

all overconstrained subgraphs by wellconstrained subgraphs,G remains dense. A graph that is wellconstrained or well-

overconstrained is said to berigid or acluster. A dense graph isminimal if it has no dense proper subgraph. Note that

all minimal dense subgraphs are clusters but the converse isnot the case. A graph that is not a cluster is said to be

underconstrained. If a dense graph is not minimal, it could in fact be an underconstrained graph: the density of the graph

could be the result of embedding a subgraph of density greater than−D.

To discuss how the graph theoretic properties based ondegree of freedom (dof) analysisdescribed above relate to cor-

responding properties of the corresponding constraintsystem, we need to introduce the notion of genericity. Informally,

constraint system is generically rigid if it rigid for most of choices of coefficients of system. More formally we use the

notion ofgenericityof e.g, [30]. A property is said to holdgenericallyfor polynomialsf1, . . . , fn if there is a nonzero

polynomialP in the coefficients of thefi such that this property holds for allf1, . . . , fn for whichP does not vanish.
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Thus the constraint systemE is generically rigid if there is a nonzero polynomialP in the coefficients of the equations

of E - or the parameters of the constraint system - such thatE is solvable whenP does not vanish. For example, ifE

consists of distance constraints, the parameters are the distances. Even ifE has no overt parameters, i.e, ifE is made up of

constraints such as incidences or tangencies or perpendicularity or parallelism,E in fact has hidden parameters capturing

the extent of incidence, tangency, etc., which we consider to be the parameters ofE.

According to Laman’s theorem [92] in 2D, if all geometric objects are points and all constraints are distance constraints

between these points then any minimal dense cluster represents a generically rigid system. However, in 3D or in 2D with

other constraints such as angle constraints, a genericallyrigid system always gives a cluster, but the converse is not always

the case. In fact, there are well-constrained, even minimaldense clusters whose corresponding systems are not generically

rigid and are in fact generically not rigid. A classic example is the so-called “bananas” problem in 3D, which can be

detected as the root cause beneath large class of combinatorial misclassifications, although this detection is nontrivial.

See [102, 68]. Here two clusters independently fix the distance between 2 points shared by them, causing analgebraic

overconstraint. A combinatorial analysis will falsely report the pair as a well-constrained or rigid cluster, while in fact,

the cluster is underconstrained (if the algebraic overconstraint is consistent) since the two clusters can rotate about the

axis formed by the two shared points.

Another standard example, in 4 dimensions the graphK7,6 representing distances is minimal dense, and hence a

cluster, but it does not represent a generically rigid system.

In fact, there is no known, tractable characterization of generic rigidity of systems for 3 or higher dimensions, based

purely properties of the constraint graph [17].

NOTE:Having noted these problems, we will nevertheless rely heavily on combinatorial dof analysis of constraint graphs

- carefully augmented by some checks and corrections for algebraic dependences such as the “bananas” problem, given

in [102, 68], to determine generic rigidity constraint systems; hence from now on we will use the termsrigid systemand

clusterinterchangeably.

3.2 The need for decomposition: DR-plans and their properties

Now we describe a structure called the DR-plan which is crucial for our viral assembly pathway model. These structures

are natural decompositions of geometric constraint systems and one of their many motivations (see [7, 10, 11, 42, 44, 102,

100, 32]) is that the overwhelming cost of solving a geometric constraint system is the size of the largest subsystem thatis

solved using a direct algebraic/numeric solver. This size dictates the practical utility of the overall constraint solver, since

the time complexity of the constraint solver is at leastexponentialin the size of the largest such subsystem.

Therefore, an effective constraint solver shouldcombinatoriallydevelop aplan for (recursively)decomposingthe

constraint system into small subsystems, whose solutions (obtained from the algebraic/numeric solver) can be (recursively)

recombinedby solving other small subsystems. Such a recombination is straightforward, provided all the subsystems are

generically rigid (have only finitely many solutions). The DR-planner is a graph algorithm that outputs adecomposition-

recombination plan (DR-plan)of the constraintgraph. In the process of combinatorially constructing the DR-plan in a

bottom up manner, at stagei, it locates a wellconstrained subgraph or clusterSi in the current constraint graphGi, and

uses an abstractsimplificationof Si to to create a transformed constraint graphGi+1.

Although recursive decompositions were used for geometricsolving from the beginning, DR-plans and their properties

were formally defined for the first time in [10]. Formally, a DR-plan of a constraint graphG is a directed acyclic graph

(DAG) whose nodes represent clusters inG, and edges represent containment. The leaves or sinks of theDAG are all the
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vertices (primitive clusters) ofG. The roots or sources are a complete set of maximal clusters of G. See Figures 3, 4 and

5. There could be many DR-plans forG. An optimalDR-plan is one that minimizes the maximum fan-in. Thesizeof a

cluster in a DR-plan is its fan-in (it represents the size of the corresponding subsystem, once its children are solved).

The DR-plan additionally incorporates another partial order called thesolving priority order, which is consistent with

the DR-plan’s DAG order, but is more refined. This is particularly useful in 3D for correcting inaccurate dof analyses

[68, 102]. The intent is that clusters that appear later in the order need to be solved after the clusters that appear earlier. In

fact, the nodes in such a DR-plan may not be independent clusters that appear in the original constraint graph or constraint

system. They become wellconstrained clusters only in the transformed constraint system (resp. graph) after earlier clusters

in the solving order are already solved (resp. simplified).

A few other properties of DR-plans are of interest. We would like thewidth i.e,numberof clusters in the DR-plan to be

small, preferably linear in the size ofG: this reflects the complexity of the planning process and affects the complexity of

the solving process that is based on the DR-plan. Since non-minimal dense subgraphs could be misclassified as clusters,

and for other reasons such as correcting misclassificationsdue to algebraic overconstraints, correcting combinatorial

overconstraints, and for updating the constraint system, [42, 44, 102, 68], it is desirable for DR-plans to have thecluster

minimalityproperty: i.e., for any node in the DR-plan, no proper subsetof its children induces a cluster. Another desirable

property is that the DR-planincorporate an input partial decomposition. I.e., given an input DAGP whose nodes are

subgraphs ofG and whose edges represent containment, a DR-plan of every node inP should be embedded in the output

DR-plan forG.

All properties defined above for DR-plans transfer as performance measures of theDR-plannersor DR-planning

algorithms. It is shown in [42], that the problem of finding the optimal DR-plan of a constraint graph is NP-hard, and

approximability results are shown only in special cases. Nonapproximability results are not known. However, most DR-

planners make adhoc choices during computation (say the order in which vertices are considered) and we can ask of how

well (close to optimal) thebestcomputation path of such a DR-planner would perform (on the worst case input). We call

this thebest-choice approximation factorof the DR-planner.

3.3 Tensegrity

Tensegrity structures were invented by K. Snelson (popularized by Buckminster Fuller) [74]. The wordtensegrityis

obtained from the combination of the words tension and integrity [75], [79]. Tensegrity structures are very general spatial

structures formed by a combination of rigid elements in compression (struts, or repulsive forces) and connecting elements

that are in tension (ties or attractive forces). No pair of struts touch and the end of each strut is connected to non-coplanar

ties [109]. The struts are usually, but not always, considered to have fixed length (or in a small interval) but the ties may

or may not be compliant, with the force on them typically, butnot necessarily, (inversely) proportional to the square of

their length (as with tensile or electrostatic forces). Theentire configuration stands by itself and maintains its formsolely

because of the internal arrangement of the struts and ties [106]. See Figure 6.

The development of tensegrity structures is relatively newand the works related have only existed for approximately

twenty five years [87, 106, 109, 104, 89]. The method for solving the position solution of tensegrity systems is usually

addressed in one of three ways. Force balance equations can be written for the node points of the system and the solution

of this set of equations can yield the equilibrium position(s). In the second approach, equilibrium can be found by

determining minimum potential energy configurations of thesystem. Thirdly, equilibrium can be determined by finding

configurations where the virtual work done by an external force/moment is zero. These approaches have to date led

to the closed-form determination of equilibrium configurations for special cases, such as when the tensegrity system is
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symmetric [104], which is sufficient for our virus application.

Our virus assembly model will leverage the fact that the firsttwo methods of representing tensegrity structures can

be directly formulated using abstract tensegrityframeworks[69], [73] – force balance equations are effectively geometric

constraints. Thus general tensegrity systems are special cases of general geometric constraint systems and viceversa,

common types of the latter, such as distance constraint systems are special cases of general tensegrity systems.

4 The Virus Assembly Model

The original architects of the so-calledquasi-equivalencetheory of viral structure and viral shell self-assembly, Caspar

and Klug, [4], by their own admission, informally derived their inspiration from tensegrity structures. Since some of the

aspects of the original quasi-equivalence model that were based on highly flexible and deformable subunits have been

refuted, this has wrongly discredited tensegrity models based on the false assumption that tensegrity systems are neces-

sarily highly flexible. To the contrary, general tensegritysystems include all (including rigid or nearly rigid) geometric

constraint systems. In fact,almost allviral structure and assembly models (including those that use molecular dynamics or

other dynamics simulations) are based entirely upon specific weak forces driving assembly and standard geometry (bond

lengths, bond angles and torsion angles) of the monomers. This leads to the observation that all such modelsinformally

and implicitly treat viral shells as tensegrity systems within the generaldefinition of tensegrity.

The main idea here is to use a geometric and tensegrity constraint formulation of viral structure to give aformal, static

definition of a viral assembly pathway (i.e, a partial order of subassemblies), as a certain type of DR-plan of the underlying

constraint system. We then give an effort rating for each pathway indicating the difficulty of subassembly formation along

the pathway.

The input parameters of the viral assembly model are viewed as a geometric constraint system which is then repre-

sented as a geometric constraint graph based on degrees of freedom as described in Section 3. More specific definitions

below.

4.1 Formal definition of the Model Input

Definition A viral geometric constraint systemis specified in 4 parts. It is based on the assumption that the viral shell is

icosahedral and made up of 60 identical protein molecules asin Figure 1. Hence both themonomer structure constraints

and theinterface constraints((1) and (2) below) are specified just for a single reference monomer.

(1) Themonomer structure constraint system(see Figure 6): the primitive objects in this system are points representing

essentialatomic markersand line segments representing essentialbondson the backbone and side chains of the protein

monomer. The constraints in this system are of three distinct types.

(a) Theprimary stuctureconstraints consisting of distance, angle, torsion angle intervals between the points and line

segments; these represent bond lengths, bond angles and torsion angles involving the corresponding atomic markers and

bonds. These constraints typically form a polygonal chain with side chains.

(b) Themonomer weak forceconstraints consisting of distance intervals and tensegrity forces between the points; these

represent hydrogen bonds and other weak forces between atomic markers. This is also called themonomer contact map.

(c) Required relative orientation constraints on subsets of 4 points (see Section 3): these represent allowed chiralities of the

corresponding atomic markers and are used pick out the allowed (rigid) conformations of the monomer. These constraints

can be replaced in some cases by extra distance constraints between the relevant points (atomic markers).
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(2) The interface constraint system(see Figures 6, 7) This consists of 3 constraint systems called A-P(A), A-T(A) and

A-D(A), involving 4 monomers A, P(A), T(A) and D(A). Each constraint system is between the reference monomer A

and one of its reference neighbors P(A), T(A) or D(A), acrossa pentamer, trimer or dimer interface respectively. The

monomer A participates in two more symmetric pentamer and trimer interfaces P−1(A)-A and T−1(A)-A, with monomers

P−1(A) and T−1(A), but these need not be specified as they can be inferred from the constraint systems A-P(A), A-T(A),

where P−1(A) (resp. T−1(A)) takes the place of A, and A takes the place of P(A) (resp. T(A)). Each constraint system

consists of distance intervals or tensegrity forces. Each of these constraints involves one point in A and one point in P(A),

D(A) or T(A), depending on the interface. These represent the weak forces or interactions between the monomers that

drive assembly. These are also called theinterface contact maps.(3) Theneighborhood structure(see Figures 8:) A

regular, directed graph with labeled vertices representing the monomers and edges representing the icosahedral adjacency

structure imposed by the interfaces. The labels are typically of the formNx, whereN is the label of one of the icosahedral

triangular faces andx is one of the icosahedral vertices.Nx is the monomer closest to vertexx and faceN . As described

above, each vertex A has 3 outgoing edges A-P(A), A-T(A) and A-D(A), representing its forward pentamer, forward trimer

and dimer interfaces and 2 incoming edges P−1(A)-A and T−1(A)-A, representing its backward pentamer and backward

trimer interfaces (the backward dimer is generally irrelevant and is omitted).

(4) Global chirality constraints:these are not crucial, but can be used to specify relative orientations of sets of 4 atomic

markers that do not belong to the same monomer. These could beicosahedrally symmetric, or not. in which case, it is

sufficient to specify these for the reference monomer alone,i.e., at least one of the participating atomic markers in each

constraint belongs to the reference monomer.

As in the case of the monomer chirality constraints, these constraints can be replaced in some cases by extra distance

constraints between the relevant points (atomic markers).These constraints represent external restrictions on the confor-

mations of the complete viral shell that are not captured by the input (1c) restrictions on monomer conformations. See

Section 8 for the method by which these constraints are chosen. ♣ (end of definition)

4.2 Formal definition of Pathways and Effort ratings

Definition. A pathwayP for a viral constraint graphG is a DR-plan forG (see Section 3 and Figures 8.4 3) that

additionally satisfies 3 properties.

(i) No pair of clusters in the pathway intersect on a nontrivial cluster (for DR-plans, this invariant is slightly weaker– see

below) unless one is contained in the other;

(ii) No cluster is formed entirely by overlap constraints between the children (i.e., only the overlap constraints between

the children should be inadequate to form the parent cluster).

Instead of the cluster-minimality property of DR-plans, pathways should satisfy the following:

(iii) Every cluster in the pathway has the followingoverlap-minimalityproperty.♣ (end of definition).

In fact, Properties (i) and (ii) are inconsistent with the cluster-minimality property of DR-plans. Since nonminimal dense

graphs may be misclassified as clusters, some form of cluster-minimality check has to be performed by the DR-planner

before subgraphs can be correctly classified as clusters: however, due to Properties (i) and (ii) above, those clusters may

have to be enlarged, before they are put into the pathway. SeeSection 6 for a description of this process. Intuitively,

Properties (i) and (ii) assert that when two clusters overlap on a primitive object, then they are linked by that object. I.e.,

a biophysically valid decomposition cannot in general make“copies” of the variables corresponding object, treat them

independently in separate clusters and then equate them as an overlap constraint, unless this overlap constraint is does not
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force the participating clusters to form a cluster. This is crucial in giving a biophysically valid measure ofeffort required

form clusters defined below.

Definition. A clusterC with childrenC1, . . . , Cm is overlap-minimalif for any clusterC′ formed by a proper subset of

child clustersC1, . . . , Ck, 1 < k < m, it holds that:C′ along with the remaining child clustersCk+1, . . . , Cm form the

clusterC using overlap constraints alone. See Figure 16.♣(end of definition)

Notice that the Property (i) above guarantees the thewidth (see Section 3) of a pathway and in fact the total number

of clusters in a pathway is roughly linear in the number of vertices in the viral constraint graph.

Assumption 1: Overlap-minimal clusters of a viral constraint graphG have a constantsize or fan-in(see Section 3), i.e.,

number of children, which is independent of the number of vertices ofG. This is based on observations of a large number

of known viral structures. See Section 8 for detailed biochemical justifications of this and other model assumptions.

Notice that clusters could be constructed from parts of monomers. I.e., clusters are not necessarilysubassemblies, i.e.,

consisting of whole monomers. This provides our pathways a sophistication that appears to be essential for making good

predictions. See Figure 9.

Each clusterC does have a subassembly denotedsub(C) loosely associated with it, namely, that subassembly consist-

ing of that set of monomers that the cluster overlaps.

A clusterC represents a (λ)-stablesubassembly sub(C) only if a suficiently large fraction (≥ λ) of the points or

atomic markers in sub(C) are actually present inC. A subassembly isstabilizableif a sufficiently large portion of it is

a cluster. While a subassembly may be stabilizable, it may not be stable at a particular point in a pathway, i.e., when the

corresponding cluster in the pathway does not encompass a large enough portion of the subassembly. Furthermore, by

our definition of pathways, even a minimal stable subassembly (i.e., no subassembly contained in it is stable) may have

several pathways toits formation.

Thus each pathwayP embeds a unique coarser sub-pathway consisting of those clusters that represent stable sub-

assemblies. We call this sub-pathway the embeddedstable subassembly pathwayin P . Figures 11, and 12 show a stable

subassembly pathway based on 2 stable subassemblies: pentamers and trimers of pentamers. Figures 9, and 10 show a

stable subassembly pathway based on 2 stable subassemblies: trimers and pentamers of trimers.

Note that a pathway could have single root or many roots or sources depending on whether the complete viral constraint

system is (or forces the shell to be) rigid.

Assumption 2: The constraints in a viral constraint graphG are sufficient to enforce a stable entire assembly or viral

shell; i.e., the pathways forG will contain one giant root or source clusterC whose associated subassembly sub(C) is the

entire assembly. In other words,C contains the bulk (at leastλ fraction) of the entire assembly or shell. The other sources

of the pathway represent other smaller rigid components that appear within flexible sidechains and surface decorationsof

the shell. See Section 8 for justification of biochemical assumptions.

Note that Assumption 2 implies that for any pathwayP of a viral constraint graphG, the embedded stable subassembly

pathway has a single root.

We have just definedlabeledpathways (i.e., where the leaves or geometric primitives are labeled). But we will be

primarily interested in the probabilities associated withunlabeled pathways orpathway isomorphism classesfor a viral

constraint graphG. These are defined in the obvious manner as equivalence classes of the equivalence relationperm

between pathways, induced by the automorphisms ofG (i.e, those permutations of the vertices ofG that preserve the

geometric object types that the vertices represent; and additionally preserve the edges, including the geometric constraint

types associated with the edges) More specifically, for two pathwaysP andQ of G are related byperm(P, Q) if P can
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be obtained fromQ by applying some permutation - from the automorphism group of G - to the leaves or sinks, i.e., the

primitive geometric objects ofP .

Each pathway is assigned aneffort rating, which will be formally based on (and inversely related to) the inherent algebraic

complexity of the subsystems that appear in the pathway or alternately, the difficulty of formation of the clusters. We

would like this to be a complexity measure satisfying several requirements. (i) It should be somewhat independent of the

properties specific to known algorithms for solving the subsystems, or other arbitrary variables, for example elimination

order (the complexity measure should, for example, assume the best order) (ii) Furthermore, we would like the value of

this measure to be polynomial time computable, given a subsystem. (iii) On the other hand, it would be desirable to have

an algorithm for solving the subsystem whose running time provides a reasonably close upper bound on the value of this

measure atleast for a large, well-defined class of subsystems. (iv) Finally, as mentioned earlier in the context of overlap-

minimality, the measure should have a biophysical justification, for example, it should be related to the energy barriers

that are overcome in physically forming the cluster (solving the subsystem) or the geometric or topological precision of

the motions of the child clusters that are necessary to form the cluster.

These considerations and the fact that viral geometric constraint systems are typically sparse, motivate us to use a

refined version of the familiar BKK bound [22] as an appropriate measure. This bounds the number of solutions of a

polynomial system, is usually superior to the Bezout bound for sparse systems, is computed as theirmixed volumeand is

by now used as a standard tool in sparse polynomial resultantcomputation, elimination and root finding algorithms, both

symbolic and semi-numeric [27], [38], [105], [33]. Although we are interested only in (isolated) real solutions, we find

the BKK bound better for our purposes although it bounds the number of complex roots rather than the the Khovanskii

fewnomial [88] bounds which actually estimate real roots. First some standard definitions.

TheNewton polytopeNew(P ) of a k-variate polynomialP in variablesx1, . . . , xk of total degreed, denoted asP (x) =
∑

α
aαxα (whereα = α1, . . . , αk,

∑

i αi ≤ d andxα denotesxα1

1 . . . xαk

k ) is the convex hull of the pointsα ∈ Z
k

for which the coefficientaα is nonzero. Themixed volumeof a setS of polynomial equationsP = 0 in k variables

is defined as an alternating sum of the volumes of the Minkowski sums of subsets the Newton polytopesNew(P ):

MV (S) =
∑

Q⊆S

(−1)|Q|MSP∈Q(New(P )) whereMS denotes the Minkowski sum. TheBKK (Bernstein-Kuchirenko-

Khovanskii) bound [22] says that the number of solutions to asystemS of k polynomials ink variables is bounded by

MV (S) (this is an equality if the polynomials are generic, i.e., iftheir coefficients are algebraically independent).

Mixed volume computations are done using so-calledmixed subdivisionsof the underlying polytopes. Using these,

algorithms that are polynomial in the degree and number of terms, and only singly exponential in the number of variables

[27] are known for computing the resultant and solutions of sparse systems. Moreover, mixed subdivisions give rise to a

class of numeric algorithms calledpolyhedral homotopyalgorithms [105, 33] that find all roots, and which run for time

roughly proportional to the mixed volume. Together with thefact that clusters in pathways (see definition above), are

not underconstrained, i.e., they suit the BKK bound, and have only finitely many solutions, and the fact that they are

overlap-minimal, along with Assumption 1 stating that overlap-minimal clusters of viral geometric constraint systems

have constant size, our above Requirements (i), (ii) and (iii) are therefore met by the mixed volume and the BKK bound.

We now describe the effort rating of a pathway based on the BKKbound. The crucial measure is the effort rating of a

cluster in a pathway and it incorporates three intuitive ideas. (a) Primary structure constraints are - in a physical sense -

“solved” constraints, i.e, the underlying monomers and subassemblies inherently satisfy them; hence the effort in forming
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a cluster is based on the other unsolved (weak force) constraints both between its child clusters. (b) Overconstrained

clusters offer different ways of resolution and the best choice is assumed in the computation of effort. (c) Although

the clusters in pathways are overlap-minimal, they could befurtheralgebraically reducedin well-defined ways that are

biophysically justifiable: for example, as mentioned earlier under the context of overlap-minimality, the decomposition

cannot indiscriminately “make copies” of the variables corresponding to overlapped objects.

One such method of algebraic reduction is shown in Figure 13 [32]. On Left: solving by first fixing 6 dofs (degrees of

freedom) of 1 cluster resolving 2 of the overlaps; and then solving the algebraically reduced system consisting of 1 overlap

(3 constraints) and 3 distance constraints simultaneouslyfor all 3 rotational dofs for each of the other two clusters –6

constraints, 6 variables. On Right: first solving one algebraically reduced system ofa triangle of distances, one from each

cluster, between the overlapped points, fixing the 6 dofs of this new triangular cluster and resolving the 3 overlaps (this

fixes all but 1 rotational dof for each of the 3 original triangular cluster); then solving the second algebraically reduced

cluster 3 distance constraints simultaneously for 1 rotational dof per original triangular cluster –only 3 constraints and 3

variables.
Definition Let S be an overlap-minimal, algebraically-reduced cluster (subsystem) of a viral constraint system, and letS

contain a setQ of primary structure constraints. LetS1, . . . , Sk. be the child clusters (subsystems) ofS; hencek is the size

or fan-in ofS. S could be overconstrained, but any of its wellconstrained overlap-minimal subsystems must involve all

of S1, . . . , Sk, due to overlap-minimality. Theeffort ratingof S is denotedEf(S) and defined below. Here the minimum

runs over all well-constrained overlap-minimal subsystemsS′ of S.

Ef(S) = w12
w2k + min

S′⊆S
w3(

∏

i

Sol(Si))/Sol(S′) + w4Sol(S′),

whereSol(S′) = MV (S′)−MV (S′∩Q), andw1, . . . w4 are the viral model’s tunable parameters.♣ (end of definition)

Here the first summand inEf(S) is simply the conjectured (and observed) time complexity ofsolving a clusterS of size

or fan-ink, i.e., a sparse systemS in O(k) variables. The second summand represents the ratio of the size of the search

space to the size of the solution space, and the second summand roughly represents the size of the solution space or the

effort in listing all the solutions ofS′ assuming that the equations inS′ ∩ Q (primary structure constraints) are already

solved. This intuitively justifies the presence of both summands in the definition ofEf(S).

4.3 The Pathway Probability Space

Our probability space is the set of all labeled pathways of a complete viral constraint graph. By definition of effort, and

the isomorphism classes of pathways, isomorphic pathways have the same effort. For any fixed effort value, we assume a

uniform probability distribution over all labeled pathways of that effort.

Assumption 3: An underlying natural assumption is an additional inverse relationship between a pathway’s probability

and its effort (see Section 8 for biochemical justificationsof modeling assumptions). While this assumption intuitively

motivates the results of this paper, they are not formally based on this assumption. For fixed effort bounds, we are generally

interested in the probability of an unlabeled pathway or a pathway isomorphism class, which is proportional to the size of

the isomorphism class. This type of probability and effort computation is sufficient to answer our focused questions about

pathways as will be shown in Section 4.5.
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4.4 A Restricted Model

While the formal definition of pathways and effort ratings given above are well-posed for the general viral constraint

systems given above, here we consider only restricted viralconstraint systems that include no inequalities and involve

tensegrity forces in highly limited ways. Inorder to include these, we need a suitable generalization of clusters (and hence

pathways) to include underconstrained systems. More importantly, the tractable and accurate computational simulation of

the model given in Section 6 applies only to the restricted viral constraint systems.

4.5 Mathematical Assumptions and Justifications

We discuss two distinct types of assumptions: those concerning pathway structure and those concerning the pathway

probability space. These are relatively independent and even if one set of assumptions changes, the other can still be

applied to give a useful model.

Pathway structure.

The notions of a stable subassembly, effort of formation, and valid pathway are all defined geometrically. One jus-

tification for this has been mentioned earlier: assembly-driving interactions are, in effect, geometry-based and energy

minimization in tensegrity systems can be expressed as the satisfaction of geometric constraints. Furthermore, the model

offers candidate geometric properties for defining stability, effort etc. but offers a fairly wide scope for the exact choice

of definition. In fact, the intent is to iteratively refine or tune these definitions (and hence the model) to fit experimen-

tal results. For example, as a first cut, stability of a subassembly is considered equivalent to approximate combinatorial

rigidity. Firstly, this means that any apriori chosen levelof underconstrainedness or flexibility can be incorporatedinto

the notion of stability and the theory of DR-plans and pathways that has been developed in the previous sections still goes

through. Secondly, and more importantly, the physical meaning of general combinatorial rigidity should not be confused

with physical rigidity: it changes based on what the input geometric constraints are – as mentioned above, these could be

chosen so that combinatorial rigidity would imply not physical rigidity, but rather energy-based stability.

Next, ouravoidance of dynamicsrests crucially on the ability to restrict our treatment tomonotonicpathways, i.e,

we assume that “disassembly” or the break-up of intermediate subassemblies - which is incorporated into well-developed

formal molecular models of computation based on dynamical systems [23, 2] - can be avoided due to our focus on

specific questions concerning successful pathways (see pathway probability space assumptions, below). Our pathway, by

definition, only contains successful subassemblies i.e., ones that did not disassemble or break-up after they assembled.

The effort rating assigned to a subassembly can be made to incorporate the various ways it can form from its successful

constituents after potentially several intermediate assemblies and disassemblies; and we typically compute the probability

of a pathway (isomorphism type) given a total effort bound. Similar care in designing the effort rating allows us to

incorporate solvent interactions.

Pathway probability space.Recall from Section 4 that we are mainly interested in the probability of a pathway isomor-

phism type, for a complete viral constraint graph, i.e., fora successful assembly of a fixed labeled set of 60 monomers.

Unsuccessful pathways and malformations do not enter the picture. One intuitive description: we start with a complete

virus, and ask about the different pathways (partial order of subassemblies) in which its 60 labeled monomers in solution

could havemonotonicallyassembled successfully. We informally view these monomersas though they “know where they

are going, are restricted to legal interactions with their neighbors in the complete viral structure, but are completely free

to decide in what order they interact.” Thus, all labeled pathways of a given effort rating are considered equally probable

and the probability of an (unlabeled) pathway (isomorphismtype) of a given effort rating is directly proportional to the
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sizeof the isomorphism class. The difficulty of the interaction,stability of the resulting subassembly etc. are reflected in

the effort rating, not in the probability of the pathways. The underlying understanding is that the probability of a pathway

isomorphism type is, in addition, inversely related to the effort.

This type of probability space would give us enough information to conclude, for example, that an overwhelming

number of low effort pathways rely on a building around a single pentamer nucleus or that most of the low effort pathways

rely on trimeric subassemblies that further assemble usingpentameric interactions etc. See Figures in 4. In particular, the

symmetries of the final structure could force large isomorphism classes of pathways, so that sheer numbers of pathways

could offset relatively large inaccuracies in estimation of effort ratings: i.e., the most likely pathway types remainthe

same over fairly large changes in the effort calculations.

Furthermore, relativeconcentrationsof monomers and other subassemblies [58, 110] that occur during assembly

would potentially affect the probability of pathways over aperiod of time (and viceversa). Even an equilibrium model

where the concentration levels of monomers and final assemblies are fixed should be consistent with this. Our model

seems to ignore thesekinetics. The justification for this rests again on the careful definition of our probability space as

explained at the beginning of this section, which is tailored to our focused questions. Hence the rates and concentrations

need not enter these computations, beyond being directly incorporated into the effort ratings for subassemblies. However,

viceversa, a rough estimate of rates and concentrations canbe obtained simply from the average effort ratings of pathways

that lead to specific subassemblies.

5 Novelty and Comparisons

The first novel aspect and the basis of the proposed approach is the following observation: by narrowly focusing only

on the required output information - i.e.successfulpathway likelihoods - we create a starting point for thinking about

assembly while avoiding dynamics. Furthermore, the avoidance of dynamics permits more sophisticated - but essential

- monomer structure and interaction information to be takeninto consideration, while still remaining computationally

tractable. Additionally, the restriction of effort to successful assemblies alone makes the assembly model significantly

easier to develop, but at the same time is generalizable to a more extensive model of viral assembly.

The second new aspect of this approach to self-assembly is its basis on fully 3D geometric constraints (including

tensegrity) and state-of-the-art concepts [7, 10, 11, 9] [44, 42, 43, 100, 102, 68, 32], and software [100] for decomposition

and recombination of geometric constraint systems; as wellas concepts and techniques for sparse elimination [27, 38].

These together permit a tractable and accurate simulation and visualization (see Section 6) of pathways. It should be noted

that the use of so-called distance geometry is fairly established as one phase of (NMR) molecular structure determination

[3], [65], [72], [76]. These however use very special types of geometric constraint systems – a complete set of distance

constraints (usually a linear algebra based completion of apartial distance matrix) which gives the work a different

character.
One key advantage of thus representing viral (sub)structures or any other geometric composites using geometric con-

straints is that their various conformations can be naturally obtained as the different solutions to the associated algebraic

systems, described in Section 3. See Figure 13. It should be noted that conformational switching is a key ingredient of

viral assembly. Many existing dynamic viral assembly models find it difficult to deal with this, since they do not have an

inherent way of representing all possible conformations ofsubassemblies.
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5.1 Comparisons with existing virus assembly models

We omit comparisons with self-assembly models for DNA computing, for example, [23, 2] which deal with dynamics

issues discussed in Section 4.5. The geometry content crucial to our models is not relevant to theirs.

We only give initial comparisons of our virus assembly modelwith the closest existing computational virus model

[56] based on the “local-rules” theory of [52, 54, 55, 53]. While we draw upon some of their ideas, there are several

fundamental priniciples that differentiate our model fromtheirs. In addition, arguments that differentiate both ourmodels

from other relevant models [25, 110, 41, 29, 28] are given in [56]. First the superficial similarities. Since their model is

not static, we draw the comparison with the generalization of our static model to a local-rules type of dynamical system,

which can however be simply formulated as a system of stochastic differential equations that can be numerically solved to

obtain the kinetics. This resembles their “local-rules” viral model. Both are overall consistent with the theme (not new, see

e.g., [86, 85]) that the distributed protein molecules self-organize during virus assembly and crystallization, by behaving

in an individually “selfish” manner, in response to local circumstances, without any programmed or prior knowledge of

the global composite that they will assemble into.

Another point of similarity is that both our models use (probability spaces based on) relatively few protein subunits asa

function of the number that constitute a virus. This contrasts both of our models from those such as [110].

The fundamental difference stems from the [56] model relying crucially on the following. (i) Full-blown dynamic simu-

lation (their approach has no static analogy for analyzing successful pathways alone, which is the thrust of of this paper).

(ii) Simple polygonal subcomposites consisting of only a handful of geometric primitives and an explicitly specified set

of their rigid conformations. (iii) Simplified geometric interactions explicitly and procedurally specified as local rules.

These provided just the necessary level of detail to answer the kinds of questions about (nucleation limited) viral shell

assembly that they were interested in.

In contrast, we begin with the thesis that complex (time, phase or any continuous parameter) dynamics are not nec-

essary for our precise and focused questions about viral assembly, [66], even those assemblies that involve “acrobatic”

interactions that could be forged even as the constituent protein monomers complete their folding. We maintain that our

“no dynamics” model is consistent with these suggestions.

In particular, due to our geometry and tensegrity based algebraic representation that captures conformations naturally,

we have a relatively simply described configuration space. While key factors such as current conformation geometry of

the composite, and other factors such as current position interference from neighboring molecules, solvent interaction

etc. are strongly factored into the definition of the effort rating of subassemblies and pathways, these factors have static

definitions.

In a rough sense, our “no dynamics” model adequately captures the complexity of the dynamical simulations by

other viral models such as [56] because of the carefully defined probability space, the focused nature of the questions

being answered, and the appropriate increase in the (algebraic) complexity of: the representation of individual monomers,

interactions, and the algebraic functions that determine the effort ratings of subassemblies and pathways.

6 Tractable and Accurate Computational Simulation of the Model

It is not viable to give a combinatorial enumeration of pathways of viral constraint graphs – even those that satisfy the

restrictions of Section 4.4 – using generating functions orin any manner give a closed form analysis of the probability

distribution over pathways of bounded total effort. Also, despite the overall icosahedral symmetry, the number of possible
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pathway isomorphism classes is prohibitively large, and hence an exhaustive enumeration and over the pathways is not

tractable.

We use the following approach. We

(1) use the fact that pathways for viral constraint graphs satisfying the restrictions of Section 4.4 are a modified DR-plan

(see Section 3);

(2) modify and randomize an existing DR-planner called theFrontier vertexalgorithm (FA) that runs in time cubic in

the number of vertices of the input constraint graph, so thatit generates a random valid pathway that contains a given

subassembly or sub-pathway, and computes the pathway’s rating efficiently;

(3) use the fact that viral constraint systems inherit the icosahedral symmetries :

(4) use the fact that DR-plans have a correspondence with distinct bases of the underlying rigidity matroid (see [67], [82],

[17]);

(5) and the fact that matroid bases form a markov chain on which random walks converge in polynomial time to stationary

distributions that permit random sampling and approximatecounting [1, 15, 70, 48, 21, 40, 80, 103] and

(6) use (3), (4) and (5) to argue that the algorithm in (2) generates a representative sample of pathways that approximates

their true probability distribution well.

6.1 Generating Random Pathways using the Frontier Vertex (FA) DR-Planner

DR-planners based on geometric constraint graphs have beenproposed since the early 90’s for restricted classes of graphs

that are decomposable simply by detecting certain patternssuch as triangles (“triangle decomposable”) [18, 95, 96, 94]

[12, 19]; and based on Maximum Matching [97, 59, 12, 90], and rigidity matroids (for 2D points and distances) [67, 82].

However, prior to [10], the DR-planning problem and appropriate (and strongly competing) desirable properties for DR-

planners were not formally defined or motivated. That paper also gives a table comparing 3 main types of DR-planners,

with respect to these performance measures including thosein Section 3. These performance measures were optimized

by the Frontier vertex DR-plans and the corresponding DR-planner (FA DR-planner) described very briefly below [11, 9,

42, 43, 44, 100, 102, 32].

6.2 The Frontier Vertex DR-plan (FA DR-plan)

Intuitively, an FA DR-plan is built by following two steps repeatedly:

1. Isolatea cluster-minimal dense subgraphC in the current graphGi (which is also called thecluster graphor flow

graphfor reasons that will be clear below). Check for algebraic dependencies that could cause a dof misclassifica-

tion.

2. SimplifyC into T (C), transformingGi into the next cluster graphGi+1 = T (Gi) (the recombination step).

6.2.1 Isolating Clusters

The isolation algorithm, first given in [5, 7] is a modified incremental network maximum flow algorithm. The key routine

is thedistributionof an edge (see the DR-planner pseudocode in the Appendix of Part II) in the constraint graphG. For

each edge, we try todistributethe weightw(e) + D + 1 to one or both of its endpoints asflow without exceeding their

weights, referred to as “distributing the edgee.” SeeDistributeEdgein the pseudocode in Part II, Appendix. This is best

illustrated on a corresponding bipartite graphG∗: vertices in one of its parts represent edges inG and vertices in the
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second part represent vertices inG; edges inG∗ represent incidence inG. As illustrated by Figure 14, we may need to

redistribute (find an augmenting path).

If we are able to distribute all edges, then the graph is not dense. If no dense subgraph exists, then the flow based

algorithm will terminate inO(n(m + n)) steps and announce this fact. If there is a dense subgraph, then there is an edge

whose weight plusD + 1 cannot be distributed (edges are distributed in some order,for example by considering vertices

in some order and distributing all edges connecting a new vertex to all the vertices considered so far). It can be shown

that the search for the augmenting path while distributing this edge marks the required dense graph. It can also be shown

that if the found subgraph is not overconstrained, then it isin fact minimal. If it is overconstrained, [5, 7] give an efficient

algorithm to find a minimal cluster inside it.

The found cluster is then checked (and corrected) for possible dof misclassification due to the presence of algebraic

overconstraints described in Section 3 (especially in 3D orin the presence of angle constraints), orgeometricovercon-

straints such as rotational symmetry.

6.2.2 Cluster Simplification

This simplification was given in [11, 9]. The found clusterC interacts with the rest of the constraint graph through its

frontier vertices; i.e., the vertices of the cluster that are adjacent to vertices not in the cluster. The vertices ofC that are not

frontier, called theinternal vertices, are contracted into a singlecorevertex. This core is connected to each frontier vertex

v of the simplified clusterT (C) by an edge whose weight is the the sum of the weights of the original edges connecting

internal vertices tov. Here, the weights of the frontier vertices and of the edges connecting them remain unchanged. The

weight of the core vertex is chosen so that the density of the simplified cluster is−D, whereD is the geometry-dependent

constant. This is important for proving many properties of the FA DR-plan: even ifC is overconstrained,T (C)’s overall

weight is that of a wellconstrained graph, (unlessC is rotationally symmetric - in this case, it is simplified to acluster of

weightD − 1). Technically,T (C) may not be wellconstrained in the precise sense: it may contain an overconstrained

subgraph consisting only of frontier vertices and edges, but its overall dof count is that of a wellconstrained graph.

Figure 15 illustrates this iterative simplification process ending in the final DR-plan of Figure 8.4.

The challenge met by the FA DR-planner is that it provably meets several competing requirements. See Section 3 for

definitions.

(a) It deals with key problems of algebraic overconstraintsand rotational symmetries and hence rectifies misclassification

of clusters for a large class of 2D constraint graphs containing angle and incidence constraints as well as 3D constraint

graphs.

(b) For wellconstrained graphs it outputs a DR-plan with a single root representing the entire graph as a cluster: for

underconstrained graphs - it outputs a complete set of maximal clusters as sources of the DR-plan.

(c) It controls the width of the DR-plan to ensure a polynomial time algorithm.

(d) It ensures the cluster-minimality of clusters in the DR-plan.

(e) It outputs DR-plans consistent with input partial decompositions.

The graph transformation performed by the FA cluster simplification is described formally in [11, 9] that provide the

vocabulary for proving the properties of FA that follow directly from this simplification. However, other properties ofFA

require details of the actual DR-planner that ensures them [42, 43, 44, 100, 102, 68].

Note. A detailed pseudocode of the FA DR-planner can be found in [42, 100]. Properties (a) and (e) above are proven in

[102, 68] and Properties (b), (c), (d) are proven in [42].
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6.3 Crucial Modifications for obtaining Random Pathways

The randomization procedure is straightforward and yet performs well in providing a representative sample of pathways

(see discussion on simulation accuracy in Section 6.3.1). The exact randomization cannot be formally described without

refering in detail to the FA pseudocode in [42, 100]. However, it is conceptually simple and easy to describe intuitively:

everywhere that the FA DR-planner performs operations on vertices, edges or clusters inlexicographicorder orqueue

order, this is replaced by arandomorder.

Recall from Section 4, that the additional requirements that a pathway has to meet 3 properties beyond the DR-plan

properties.

Property (i) is ensured by modifying the FA DR-planner as follows.

FA achieves a linear bound on DR-plan width by maintaining the following invariant of the cluster or flow graph:

every pair of clusters in the flow graph (top level of the DR-plan) at any stage intersect on at most a rotationally symmetric

subgraph. FA does this by performing 2 operations after a new potential cluster-minimal cluster is isolated by the cluster-

minimality routine (see [42, 102]). Note that this routine is required even though we do not require cluster-minimality

for pathways. It is required to ensure that the found clusterhas not been misclassified due to combinatorial and algebraic

overconstraints, i.e., to ensure Property (a) of the FA DR-planner (see [42, 102, 68]).

The first operation is anenlargementof the found cluster. In general, a new found clusterN is enlarged by any cluster

D1 currently in the flow graph (top level of the DR-plan), if their nonempty intersection isnota rotationally symmetric or

trivial subgraph. In this case,N does not enter the top level of the DR-plan OnlyN ∪ D1 enters the DR-plan, as a parent

of bothD1 and the other children ofN . It is easy to see that thesizesof the subsystems corresponding to bothN ∪ D1

andN are the same, sinceD1 would already be solved.

For the example in Figure 16, when the DR-plan finds the cluster C2 afterC1, the DR-planner will find thatC1 can be

enlarged byC2 The DR-planner forms a new clusterC4 based onC1 andC2 and putsC4 into the top level of the DR-plan,

instead ofC2.

The second operation is to iterativelycombineN ∪ D1 with any clustersD2, D3, . . . based on a nonempty overlap

that is not rotationally symmetric or trivial. In this case,N ∪ D1 ∪ D2, N ∪ D1 ∪ D2 ∪ D3 etc. enter the DR-plan as a

staircase, or chain, but only the single clusterN ∪ D1 ∪ D2 ∪ D3 ∪ . . . .. enters the top level of the DR-plan.

Ofcourse, both of these processes are distinct from the original flow distribution process thatlocatesclusters.

Now, in order to ensure that the DR-plan has the Property (i) of pathways mentioned above, the enlargement process

subsumes the combining process. The clusterN is iteratively enlarged by the clustersDi so that onlyN ∪ D1 ∪ D2 . . .

enters both the DR-plan as a common parent ofN and theDi’s; and it enters the cluster graph, after removing allDi.

Property (ii) is ensured by checking each newly found cluster N to see if it can be formed entirely by overlap con-

straints between the children. This requires a careful dof count using inclusion-exclusion. If overlap constraints are

sufficient to form the clusterN , then the last found child clusterC of N is removed from the DR-plan and its children are

directly made children ofN (leaving out any children that are trivial clusters in the intersection ofC and one of the other

original children ofN ). See Figure 16.

To ensure Property (iii) or overlap-minimality of clusters, they are treated as follows after the combining step has

found the clusterC that can no longer be combined with any of the clusters in the flow graph, i.e., top level clusters

of the current DR-plan. Recall that overlap-minimality ofC with childrenC1, . . . , Cm requires that for any clusterC′

formed by a proper subset of child clustersC1, . . . , Ck, it holds that:C′ along with the other child clustersCk+1, . . . , Cm

form the clusterC using overlap constraints alone. IfC does not satisfy overlap-minimality, then it is decomposedinto
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a sub-DR-plan consisting of overlap-minimal clusters. This is done by a recursive methodOverlapminsimilar to the

cluster-minimality routine of [42]. This method takes as arguments the subgraphS of the cluster graph, (S does not have

to be a cluster) and the setS = {C1, . . . , Cm}) of the overlap-minimal clusters that constitute it (we identify the set of

clusters with the subgraph of the cluster graph induced by them). The base case is whenS consists of only 2 clustersC1

andC2. In this case, ifC1 andC2 have a nontrivial overlap, thenS is returned, since it is itself overlap-minimal. If not,

C1 andC2 are returned as the maximal overlap-minimal clusters within S. The recursion is acheived by first locating

a proper subgraphS′ of S that overlaps the remaining set of clusters inS \ S′ only on a trivial subgraph. This is done

by running a minimum vertex separator (or cut) algorithm such as [84] on thebipartitegraph obtained from the standard

overlap hypergraphof the clusters inS. In the hypergraph, clusters are vertices and each overlap vertex is an edge; in

the bipartite graph, one side consists of vertices representing vertices of the hypergraph and the other consists of vertices

representing edges of the hypergraph. See Figure 17.

If no such subset is located, thenC is overlap minimal. If such a subsetS′ is located, thenOverlapmincalls itself

twice. The first call is with arguments: the subgraph inducedby S′ and the set of clusters{C1, . . . , Ck} within S′. The

method generates a sub-DR-plan ofS′ whose leaves are the clustersC1, . . . , Ck and in which each intermediate cluster is

overlap-minimal. IfS′ is itself a cluster, then it is the single root or source of this sub-DR-plan. If not, a complete setT

of maximalclusters withinS′ appear as the sources. The second call is with arguments:S and the union of the setT and

the remaining clusters{Ck+1 . . . , Cm} in S \ S′.

It can be formally proven that the above modifications ensurethe additional Properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of pathways

and do not affect the Properties (a), (b), (c), (e) guaranteed by the FA DR-planner ([42] and [102, 68]). In particular,

the Property (e) can be leveraged by adding a particular (labeled) subassembly or even a particular (labeled) sub-pathway

as an input partial decomposition, so that the output pathway will contain them. Moreover, the pathway’s effort can be

computed in time directly proportional to the number of nodes in the pathway, since by the assumption on viral constraint

graphs in Section 4, the number of children of a overlap-minimal cluster of a viral constraint graph is bounded by a

constant and hence the effort rating of such a cluster can be computed in constant time, independent of the size of the viral

constraint graph (number of atomic markers). Finally, since the FA-DR-planner’s property I.e., we obtain the following

theorem.

Theorem 6.1 On an input viral constraint graphG and a labeled subassembly or sub-pathwayP the FA-DR-planner -

as modified above - outputs a valid assembly pathwayA for G that containsP , as well asA’s effort rating, within time

cubic in the number of vertices (or essential atomic markers) of G.

Note The FA DR-planner is incorporated into the (opensource, available from GNU) FRONTIER geometric constraint

software [100] developed at the university of Florida. Thisprovides a hands-on efficient computational simulation and

visualization tool for viral pathway simulation as seen in the screenshot figures in Sections 4 and 7.

6.3.1 Proving Accuracy of Simulation

The above theorem proves the efficiency or tractability of the simulation. However, it is still necessary to show that the

randomization procedure mentioned above outputs a truly random pathway; i.e., it outputs a representative sample of

pathways (under a given effort bound) that accurately reflects the probability distribution over all successful assembly

pathways (under the same effort bound) predicted by the formal model in Section 4. For example, it is necessary to show

that bounded effort pathways obtained overm trials of the simulation accurately (with error decreasing, say, proportionally
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to m1/k for somek) represent the probability distribution over the entire set of successful, bounded effort pathways. I.e.,

we need to prove the following type of theorem.

Definition. Let M be a multiset of successful pathways of effort at mostb that contain a particular (labeled) subassembly

or subpathwayP for some viral constraint graphG. Let 0 < ǫ < 1 be a desired accuracy. LetmT be the number of

pathways inM that are in the same isomorphism classT . Let pT be the probability that ab-effort pathway ofG that

containsP belongs to the isomorphism classT . We say thatM is anǫ-representativesample (ofb-effort pathways forG

containingP ) if for every pathway isomorphism classT , |mT /|M | − pT | ≤ ǫ. ♣ (end of definition).

Theorem 6.2 There is a fixedk such that for any0 < ǫ < 1 the following holds. LetM be any set ofb-effort pathways

containing a (labeled) subpathwayP output over independent runs by the the randomized, modifiedFA-DR-planner

(described above) on an input viral constraint graphG. ThenM is an ǫ-representative sample providedM ≥ (1/ǫ)k.

This holds for effort boundsb that include a reasonably large number of pathways and for subpathwaysP of constant

bounded size which includes the case whenP is a single subassembly.

In the general case of viral constraint graphG of Section 4.4, this theorem is still a conjecture. However,the observed

accuracy of the sample obtained by the above randomization is supported by the fact that the theorem has been proven in

[103] for a special class of of viral constraint graphG in which each pathway corresponds to a distinct, well-defined basis

class of the rigidity matroid that is obtained fromG (see [67], [82], [17]). The proof further leverages (1) the symmetry of

the complete icosahedral shell which intuitively makes counting easier and (2) the fact that distinct matroid bases form a

markov chain on which random walks converge rapidly (in timepolynomial in the size of the original graph and in1/ǫ) to

stationary distributions that provideǫ-representative samples. Various results of this type are shown in [48], [80], [40] for

so-called balanced matroids. The proof requires the extension of these results to (1) a class of rigidity matroids; (2) where

each element in the markov chain is a pathway, i.e, a distinctwell-defined basis class of the underlying rigidity matroid, as

opposed to a distinct basis. Finally, the proof shows that the simple randomization of the FA-DR-planner described above

corresponds in a natural manner to a random walk on the above markov chain.

7 Preliminary Validation of the Model

For viral constraint systems obeying the restrictions of Section 4.4 (no inequality constraints and hence no chiralitycon-

straints, and no tensegrity forces) a simulation and visualization study was performed using the FRONTIER geometric

constraint solver and interactive visualization software[100] with the randomization and modifications described inSec-

tion 6. The monomer constraint system that was used for the simulations contained 12-15 atomic markers (see Figure

6) related by primary structure constraints that specified distances and angles and weak force constraints specifying dis-

tances. The interface constraints were purely distance constraints. These constraints were modified over the different runs

in order to simulate various aspects of the model. For example, the constraints were engineered so that: monomers were

underconstrained, wellconstrained, or overconstrained;the pathway contained small clusters that included parts ofseveral

monomers as in Figure 9, or in contrast, all overlap-minimalclusters were forced to include entire subassemblies (i.e., all

overlap-minimal clusters represent stable subassemblies). Similarly, the constraints were engineered so that only adesired

combination of subassemblies were stabilizable and otherswere not. For example pentamer (resp. trimer assemblies) Fig-

ure 18 are stabilizable but dimers are not, etc. A complete assembly obtained during the simulation is shown in Figure

17. All the pathways shown in Figure 10 and Figures 11, 12 wereobtained during the simulation. (The visualization
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software is best used interactively, with clicking and zooming, especially for pathways with more than 10 vertices, we

have therefore used hand-drawn figures instead of screenshots to illustrate the pathways).

Next, we indicate some basic questions that can be asked and predictions that can be made by the simulation results.

Prediction 1. We first asked the question:Assuming that the smallest stabilizable (polymeric) subassemblies are pen-

tamers or trimers, which (successful) stable-subassemblypathways are most likely: (a) those that are based on a pentamer

nucleations that assemble further via trimeric (and dimeric) interactions first forming a trimer of pentamers and then

adding single pentamers, such as in Figures 11, 12, or (b) those that are based on trimer nucleations followed by pen-

tameric interactions first forming a pentamer of trimers andthen adding on more trimers such as in Figures 9, 10?

We asked the same question using standard cluster pathways which are easier to analyze than stable-subassembly

pathways, by engineering the monomer and interface constraints in such a way that all overlap-minimal clusters are in

fact stable subassemblies. The overall qualitative trend -of the pathway probabilities and effort ratings obtained bythe

running several trials of the simulation algorithm - can be described as follows. We use rough calculations that are directly

based on the model definition in Section 4. The model (and simulation) predict - given an effort bound - that pentamer

nucleation based pathways are overall more likely, since both the number and size of the isomorphism classes of such

pathways is larger. A rough calculation also shows that the former pathways of type (a) in fact involve less effort than

the latter type (b), on average. Pentamer based pathways of type (a) as in Figures 11 , 12, use only 12 pentamer clusters

followed by one cluster of fanin 3 and nine subsequent clusters of fanin 2. In contrast, trimer based pathways of type (b)

as in Figure 10, use 20 trimer clusters as in Figure 9 followedby one cluster of fanin 5, one cluster of fanin 4, four clusters

of fanin 3 and 4 clusters of fanin 2. For simplicity, we assumerigid monomers, (i.e. monomers are clusters), and that the

number of monomer conformations (size of the solution spaceof the monomer constraint system), while nontrivial (our

example monomers typically have about 8 conformations caused by 3 independent reflections), is however significantly

smaller than the number of pentamer and trimer conformations (size of pentamer and trimer solution spaces). We assume

the latter two to be equal (typically about 24 in our examples).

Using these natural assumptions, the effort rating calculation (assuming all weightswi are 1) shows that trimer based

pathways of type (b) involve effort that is atleast a factor of 24 (number of trimer conformations) larger than the pentamer

based pathways of type (a).

Note that the equality between the number of trimer and pentamer conformations is justified since, due to symmetry,

pentamers tend to become overconstrained as soon as they areforced to be wellconstrained and hence have relatively

fewer conformations (if monomers are clusters with 6 degrees of freedom, we require the pentamer interfaces to remove

5 degrees of freedom each inorder to obtain the pentamer as a 1-stable subassembly, i.e., as a cluster; however, now the

pentamer has only 5 degrees of freedom, i.e., it is overconstrained).

The above analysis also answers the question:Under what natural conditions would trimer based pathways of type

(b) be more likely?Clearly, if trimers are forced to have small numbers of conformations (typically enforced by overcon-

straints) compared to pentamers, then the above trend in effort calculations can be reversed, making type (b) pathways

have significantly lower effort and hence more likely, but they would have to be severely overconstrained to offset the

small size of their isomorphism classes. In fact, in this situation, by the above arguments, the most likely pathways would

still be those that would use a combination of trimer and pentamer nucleations.

These predictions seem to fit structural studies of common T=1 viruses: those viruses such as MVM that exhibit highly

overconstrained trimers (highly interdigitated trimer interfaces with large proportion of buried surfaces, which can be

obtained using the CNS software [72] ) are generally believed to use trimer nucleation based pathways, while others with

less interdigitated trimers such as MSV are believed to use pentamer nucleation based pathways.
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In fact, 2 even simpler arguments based on our model support these and structural studies.

Prediction 2. Assume monomers and pentamers are stable subassemblies (for simplicity, we assume 1-stable subassem-

blies, i.e., they are exactly clusters and hence have 6 degrees of freedom), but trimers are not. Assume as well that dimer

interfaces remove 4 degrees of freedomdofs. Then a triple of pentamers as in Figure 11 interacting via 3 dimer interface

constraints alone (no trimer interface constraints required) has (6*3 - 4*3 = ) 6 dofs, making it a cluster as well. Thus we

can achieve a pentamer based pathway as in Figures 11 and 12 using pentamer and dimer constraints alone. In fact, clus-

ters further up the pathway are evenoverconstrained(again without using trimer interface constraints; just using dimer

interface constraints alone) and hence their effort ratingis significantly lower as discussed in Section 4, increasingthe

likelihood of such pathways.

In contrast, if monomers and trimers were stable subassemblies (clusters with 6 dofs) and pentamers were not, and if

dimer interfaces again removed 4 dofs, and pentamer interface constraints were analogously not relied upon, the quintuple

of trimers as in Figure 9 has (6*5 - 4*5 =) 10 dofs and is hence underconstrained, not a cluster or a stable subassembly. In

fact, the smallest stable assembly (beyond the trimers) would involve the entire shell (each of the 20 trimers has 6 dofs and

each of the 30 dimers removes 4 dofs)! This pathway’s isomorphism class has size 1 (there is a single labeled pathway of

this type) and it has a very large effort (the top cluster of the pathway has a fanin of 20!) and is hence very unlikely.

Prediction 3. Even if pentamers arenot 1-stabilizable subassemblies - assume they have 7 dofs - a triple of pentamers

is still fully stabilizable using 5-dof-removing dimer interfaces (7*3 - 5*3 =6; no trimer interfaces required), and thus a

pathway based on triples of pentamers such as in Figures 11 and 12 would be valid when the bottom two levels are merged

to form one cluster of fanin 15 and others of fanin 6 or less. While it has relatively high effort, the isomorphism class of

such pathways is still fairly large and hence the likelihoodof such pathways is nontrivial.

In contrast, trimers with 7 dofs and 5-dof-removing dimer interfaces again permit only the single highly unlikely trivial

pathway of fanin 20, since the entire shell is again the minimal stable assembly. In comparison, highly underconstrained

pentamers with even 10 dofs and only 4-dof-removing dimer interfaces or pentamers with 7 dofs and very loose 3-dof-

removing dimer interfaces (no trimer interfaces required in either case) will still result in a stable entire shell (10*12 =

4*30; 7*12 ¡ 3*30).

These predictions using our model indicate that for viral constraint systems to significantly favor trimer based pathways

such as Figures 9, 10 as opposed to pentamer based pathways such as Figures 11 and 12 a set of competing, stringent

conditions have to be met.
(a) Such pathways typically have to depend on pentamer interface constraints as well (not just dimer interfaces, as shown

above).

(b) At the same time, these pentamer interface constraints should nevertheless be inadequate (should not remove too many

dofs) to stabilize pentamers, in order to hinder pentamer based pathways.

(c) To keep effort ratings manageable, the trimer interfaces should remove enough dofs (be sufficiently interdigitated) to

make the trimers highly overconstrained.

Prediction 4. Another prediction by our model supports structural studies of the geminate “two headed” MSV virus.

See Figure 2 (right). This virus is made up of 2 single heads, each missing a pentamer where they join. Thus each head

consists of 11 pentamers. The viral monomers sometimes formsingle heads [51] but not 3 or multiple heads. These are

indicated by our model as follows. Using the example in (3) above, pentamers with 7 dofs along with 3-dof-removing

dimer interfaces achieve 1-stability with exactly 11 pentamers that use the corresponding 25 dimer interfaces (7*11 - 3*25

¡ 6). The 5dimer-like interfaces - that (require a conformational switch to) jointhe 2 heads - need only remove a total of
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6 dofs to stabilize the entire geminate shell. However, to form a 3 headed “peanut” is significantly more difficult, since

the central head will consist of 10 pentamers and only 20 dimer constraints, causing it to be highly underconstrained (10

dofs) and it will have to be stabilized by its 5 dimer-like interfaces with each of the 2 neighboring heads. This will permit

a single unlikely pathway (isomorphism class of size 1) withtwo clusters of fanin 11 joining with 10 monomers to give

the entire shell as a cluster of fanin 12. The pathway would have low probability additionally due to high effort caused by

the lack of overconstraints and due to the large solution spaces of the clusters involved.

8 Conclusive Validation of the Model

The model will be tested using real input data from MVM, MSV, AAV and other viruses. The simulation predictions will

be verified using carefully directed and designed experiments. For example, if the simulation predicts high likelihoodof

pentamer and dimer based assembly pathways for MSV, then site directed mutagenesis to hinder either the formation or

continuation of pentamers could be used to verify the prediction. A brief description of these and other experiments along

with justifications of biochemical assumptions can be foundbelow.

8.1 About the choice of viruses

The Murine Parvovirus minute virus of mice (MVM) and the Maize Streak Virus (MSV) were chosen carefully so that

specific aspects of the model can be experimentally tested.

Some of the reasons for their choice are the following. Both are T=1 viruses, i.e, icosahedral viruses containing the

smallest possible number of monomers and requiring highly economical and precise assembly. MSV is a geminivirus,

dumbell shaped, with 2 icosahedral heads, apparently requiring a key conformational switch for the 2 heads to join.

See Figure 2. While both viruses have a T=1 capsid architecture, MVM represents the prototypical icosahedral capsid

made up of 60 monomeric subunits [14], while MSV is atypical in that capsids contain 110 monomers, with a geminate

arrangement of two incomplete icosahedral capsids (the two

heads), each missing a pentamer at the interface [51]. They additionally appear to be limited to 2 heads, not 3 or more.

The MVM capsid is able to assemble in the absence of genetic material [83], and without the involvement of scaffolding

proteins which is important since our formal model does not consider the involvement of such material. ”Single” head

MSV capsids were also recently isolated [51] that contain incomplete genetic material. Finally, structural studies ofthe

geminate capsid and the single head particles clearly showsthat a conformational switch of the coat protein monomer

is required to enable the two heads to join. Thus MVM and MSV single heads provide an example of capsid assembly

driven mainly by protein-protein interactions and geminate MSV an example in which structural switching is essential.

8.2 Designing the input parameters for 2 specific viruses

8.2.1 Designing model input

The capsid structures of MVM and MSV have been very recently mapped either by X-ray crystallography [14] or by

cryo-electron microscopy, image reconstruction and homologous modeling [51]. Significantly, high resolution 3D data

available for other members of the Parvoviridae such as AAV has recently shown that members with as little as 15-18%

sequence identity have the same overall capsid topology as MVM, built from conserved amino acid sequences present at

the N- and C-terminal ends of the primary amino acid sequence. In addition, our recent sequence analysis of geminiviruses

from the four known genera also indicates conservation of capsid architecture and core residues.
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Only suchconservedinteractions, based on structural observations, will be used to design the i input parameters of the

proposed model. This similarity to other viruses additionally allows a fairly high confidence in isolating both the essential

features of monomer structure and the driving biochemical interactions (interface constraints) between the constituent
monomers.

Designing the model’s input, i.e., a viral geometric constraint system (see Section 4) based on MVM, MSV, AAV or

any of the planned T=1 viruses involves the choice of relatively few (20 -100)atomic markers(points) - which represent an

average position of a group of essential residues - on the coat protein monomer backbone and inportant side chains. These

are chosen either because they are crucial for specifying the monomer structure or bacause they are crucial in the interface

constraints that drive assembly. These can be first found using the CONTACT subroutine in the CNS program package

[76] [72] followed by selection ofaverageatomic positions, based on groups of interacting atoms in the program O [34]

and - most importantly - abbreviated using conservation of residue type in related viruses as discussed in the previous

paragraph.

As defined in Section 4, the monomer structure primitives additionally include bonds (line segments) incident on

the atomic markers, representing averaged bonds between the corresponding essential residues. The monomer structure

constraints are of two types: first the primary structure constraints obtained as average values of distance, angle and

torsion angle intervals, representing the bond length, angle, and torsion angle predictions from first priniciples. Second,

the weak force constraints (these constitute the so-calledcontact mapof the monomer): hydrogen bond lengths and other

weak forces represented as distance intervals and tensegrity force constraints between the atomic markers. These are

also obtained from NMR or X-ray structure data and predictions both from biochemical first principles, and mechanical

significance using broad tensegrity principles. The monomer chirality constraints - representing relative orientations of

atomic markers which restrict the monomer conformations - are obtained using X-ray and Cryo-EM structure data.

The 3 types of interface constraints are similarly generated by a simple averaging calculation of inter-atomic hydrogen

bond and weak force interactions at buried dimer, trimer andpentamer interfaces (these constitute the so-calledinterface

contact maps). These are again found using the CONTACT subroutine in the CNS program package [76] [72] followed by

selection ofaverageforces and distances between the chosen atomic markers using the program O [34] and biochemical

as well as tensegrity principles. The third and fourth modelinput are the standard icosahedral neighborhood topology

(see Figure in Section 4) of the monomers, and the global chirality constraints representing relative orientations of subsets

of 4 atomic markers on different monomers: these could arise, for example, due to crucial external restrictions such as

interactions with the viral core of genetic material and areobtained using X-ray and Cryo-EM structure data. These could

be replaced by extra distance constraints as mentioned in Section 4. Together, all of these will determine the complete viral

geometric constraint system that serves as the input to the model and to its computational simulation of Sections 4 and 6.

A preliminary input for MVM for the restricted model of Section 4.4 has been generated by the above-described process

consisting ofcompletely rigid monomersand the interface constraints have been expressed as purelydistance constraints

between atomic markers. The monomers are further restricted toonefixed conformation and hence the monomer structure

constraint system is subsumed by specifying explicit positions of the atomic markers in its local coordinate system. This

type of input still retains adequate complexity in the interface constraints in order to obtain meaningful predictionsoutput

by the model and its computational simulation of Sections 4 and 6, which can then be experimentally tested. See Figure

19.
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8.3 Justification of Biochemical Assumptions and Experiment Design

Thefirst key assumption is that the complete assembled structure together with sequence comparison with similar viruses

can be used in determining the pre-assembly monomer structure and driving interactions. Our justification for this is based

on the following observations.

(a) For the Parvoviridae, our 3D structures show that members with as little as 15% sequence identity are built from

the same arrangement of core beta-strands which contain conserved residues at both the N- and C-terminal regions of the

primary sequence. These strands knit together to form a coreshell onto which surface decorations - which It is therefore

reasonable to assume the conserved residues, at monomer-monomer interfaces, are playing a role in capsid assembly.

(b) Structures determined for fully assembled virus capsids have been predictive in our analysis of assembly enabling

interactions for the adeno-associated parvoviruses (AAVs). We can correlate disruption of monomer-monomer interactions

with mutations that result in no capsid phenotypes [49](Agbandje-McKenna and Muzyczka, unpublished data).

(c) There are numerous examples of structural studies where lowresolution cryo-EM structures of viruses and their

complexes with receptor or antibody molecules are interpreted based high resolution structures of component proteins.

These are placed as rigid bodies inside the cryo-EM envelope. Sometimes adjustments are required to satisfy the density,

but for the most part, the high resolution structures fit wellwithout adjustments (Reviewed (for viruses) in [39] [50]).

Antibodies that are generated against assembled capsids have been shown to recognize subassemblies for MVM [35] and

other parvoviruses. These recognize the capsid surface notinterfaces where the interactions happen.

(d) Our sequence analysis of geminiviruses from the four known genera (MSV is the type species of the Mastrevirus

genus) show that the core beta-strands that form the capsid are more conserved than the variable loops that differentiates

members of the different genera (Faulker et al, in preparation).

A secondsignificant assumption made by our assembly model is that no involvement by extraneous genomic nucleic acids

or scaffolding or chaperone proteins is present during assembly. While this is justified for MVM and probably for the

single head MSV’s, there is evidence that the characteristic geminate capsid of MSV is only able to form when genomic

DNA is present [47];[98]. Furthermore, it is not known whether chaperones are needed in MSV assembly.

8.4 Experimental validation

The model will be refined by testing the output prediction of the simulation against experiments on MSV briefly described

below. For MSV, we have identified what we believe are key subassemblies (pentameric capsomers, ”single” head and

geminate capsids) for MSV from wild type maize leaf infections using biochemical techniques and it seems that concen-

trations of subassembly formations are observable. They are able to express single mutant monomers, altered to arrest

assembly.

Well-established experimental protocols will be utilizedto validate the essential subassemblies predicted by our com-

putational simulation. For example, if pentamers are theoretically predicted as having the highest concentrations during

the assembly of the T=1 capsids, we are able to alter conserved monomer-monomer interactions in the 3D structures by

site-directed mutagenesisto either arrest assembly eitherprior to pentamer formation or stop growthbeyondassembled

pentamers by mutagenesis. We would generate mutant clones to express the MSV coat protein, bearing the appropriate

amino acid changes, to be produced in E.coli, as has been donepreviously to express an N-terminal truncated coat protein

mutant [47] and also into the available MSV infectious clonefor infection of maize leaves. Then we would use established

methods to purify subassemblies from E.coli expression or maize leaf infection and determine their concentration. Further

experimental goals are the following.
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First to and refine our model inputs (the current inputs on MSV are obtained from cryo-EM and sequence mapping

structure) by performing complete X-ray crystallographicstructural analyses of isolated subassemblies, for comparison

with our available structures of ”single” head and geminatecapsids [51] (Zhang et al., unpublished data), using standard

procedures [45], [46]. It should be noted that obtaining structural data on assembly naive components is never trivial

(as evidence by the fact that there is no such data for any ssDNA virus) and is often precluded by a shift in the equilib-

rium from monomers to assembled capsid due to accumulation and subsequent nucleation. These studies are aimed at

visualizing snapshots of intermediates that give rise to assembled topologies. They will enable us to analyze structural

re-arrangements the drive assembly and provide refined input data for computational simulations. CD and DLS will be

used to identify candidate intermediates that are correctly folded and mono-disperse for crystallization studies.

Second, to try to set up an in vitro assembly system for T=1 viruses bywhich more precise control of rates and

concentrations would become viable.

Third, to test our model on other T=1 parvoviruses besides MVM and MSV, specifically starting with AAV2, by all of

the above methods.
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Figure 1: Basic Viral Structure. See Figure 2 for geminate shell structure
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Figure 2: Dimer, trimer and pentamer interactions and close-up of atomic interaction (Left). Geminivirus MSV
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Figure 3: (Left)FRONTIER [100] 3D geometric constraint interface: icons show repertoire of object and constraint types.
(Right) Input 3D constraint system, output decomposition or DR plan
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Figure 4: Combinatorially well constrained (DR-plan has single source, top) and underconstrained (DR-plan has many
sources, bottom) 3D constraint system.
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Figure 6: (Left) Tensegrity systems. (Right) Example monomer primitives and constraints. Balls (points) - atomic mark-
ers; Green line segments - variable length bonds; Arrows - torsion angles between green line segments (primary structure)
Red - distances representing fixed length bonds (primary structure), Arcs – angles (primary structure), Dotted lines –
distances (weak force) (using FRONTIER [100])
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Figure 18: Pentamer and Trimer stable subassemblies of viral geometric constraint graphs obtained from Figures 6, 7 and
8
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Figure 19: Real viral (MVM) data: atomic markers, rigid monomers and simplified distance-based interactions (prelimi-
nary computational model input)
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